SMARTAPP CITY
THE APP OF THE SMART CITIES

GLOBAL SOLUTIONS FOR SMART CITIES
The first application that brings together all the city information and services.

These are some examples of the services available.

TOURIST - CITIZEN
Allows user segmentation: tourist and citizen. The user will fully implement the application according to their needs.

COVER - PAGE SELECTION
It constitutes a unique and differential user experience.

ATTRACTIVE AND CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN
It has a visual structure, dynamic and customizable by the user.

BACKEND
Its backend is manageable, modular and scalable with an easy integration.
SmartAppCity totally covers the needs of the client in a way that allows the incorporation of any its vertical solutions:

- **Modular**: Citizens take an active part in municipal life through suggestions and surveys.
- **Scalable**: All the city-services data are in real time.
- **Quick Implementation and Integration**: SmartPlatformCity is our Big Data Platform that tracks, analyzes and interprets user behaviors.

**TOURISM**
- **Citizen Participation**: Highlights places of tourist interest for citizens and visitors.

**COMMERCIAL FOSTERING**
- **Commercial Fostering**: The commerce of the city is activated through geopositioning and publication of promotions.

**RESERVATIONS eADMINISTRATION**
- **Real-Time Information**: The citizen can make facilities reservations in an easy and simple way.

**DATA INTELLIGENCE**

**Whom are we addressing?**

**CITIZEN**
- Facilitates access to services information in real time, allows the interaction with the administration and the procedures management.

**ADMINISTRATIONS**
- They have the possibility to show their data to the citizen and to manage all the requests sent.

**SHOPS AND BUSINESSES**
- The App allows the city commerce to be activated through the geopositioning and launching of promotions, events and notifications.

**Successfully implemented in cities like:**

- Logroño (Spain)
- Arnedo (Spain)
- Gomarca (Spain)
- Lemoa (Spain)
- Las Tablas District (Spain)
- Jaén (Spain)
- Antequera (Spain)
- Naucalpan (Mexico)
- Toledo (Spain)
- Ciudad Juárez (Mexico)
- Las Cruces (New Mexico, USA)
- El Paso (Texas, USA)
Request private access for your city
info@smartappcity.com

Present in the following countries:
Spain, Mexico, Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Chile, Argentina, India, South Africa, Jordan, Panama, USA, Denmark, Norway, Greece, Cyprus, United Kingdom, Thailand, Indonesia.

A project by:
www.get-app.es
info@get-app.es
@getAppSpain

www.smartappcity.com
info@smartappcity.com
@SmartAppCity

Distributor Partner:
www.jig.es
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@jig_es
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